
Answers: Verse 1 with A, proud and cloud. Verse 2 with D, kind and behind.
Verse 3 with C, spring and everything. Verse 4 with E, long and strong. Verse 5 with B, flight and sight.
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IN YOU I SEE
Rhyming GameRhyming Game

Can you match the poems below with the correct picture 
and find two rhyming words in each verse?

1.  In you I see a rainbow! 

Your colours, rich and proud. 

A sunbeam shining through the rain 

And lining every cloud.

2.  In you I see an elephant! 

Determined, strong and kind. 

Supported by a family  

Where no one’s left behind.

3.  In you I see a daffodil! 

A yellow burst of spring 

That fills my day with happiness 

And brightens everything.

4.  In you I see an oak tree! 

With branches broad and long,  

And in a storm you’ll always have  

Your roots to keep you strong.

5.  In you I see a swallow! 

In swooping, nimble flight. 

Your safe return from far and wide 

An ever welcome sight.
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Answers: A, 2. pool B, 3. sight C, 4. spring D, 2. cload

B.

IN YOU I SEE
Rhyme Time ActivityRhyme Time Activity

Select the missing rhyming word:
1. waterfall 2. pool
3. current 4. splash

Select the missing rhyming word:
1. scene 2. event
3. sight 4. arrival

Select the missing rhyming word:
1. sun 2. love

3. colour 4. spring

Select the missing rhyming word:
1. storm 2. cloud

3. shower 4. sky

Can you choose the correct 

rhyming word to complete 

each poem below?

In you I see …  In you I see …  

a river! Your waters, a river! Your waters, 

clear and cool.  clear and cool.  

Awash with life Awash with life 

and energy  and energy  

In every stream  In every stream  

and ______.and ______.

In you I see …  

a swallow! 

In swooping, 

nimble flight. 

Your safe return 

from far and 

wide. An ever 

welcome ______.

In you I see …  

a daffodil! 

A yellow burst  

of ______.    

That fills my day 

with happiness 

And brightens 

everything.

In you I see …  

a rainbow! 

Your colour, rich 

and proud. 

A sunbeam shining 

through the rain 

And lining every 

______.
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